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Пояснення навчального матеріалу
Read the essays concerning the topic “generation gap”
which are written by pupils of the Ukrainian college named after V. O. Sukhomlynskyi,
discuss and say what these essays have in common. Do you
agree with these pupils? Present the results of your discussion to the classmates.

The generation gap problem is wide, social and very serious. But let’s start from the
beginning: what is a “generation gap”? It is the difference in the attitude to
life or behaviour between young and older people that causes lack of understanding of
each other.But it is not only a problem between young and older people. It can also
exist between social classes: the rich and the poor, labour and bosses, politicians and
common people, between countries and between governments. But it is a rare case.
I think that a generation gap is caused by misunderstanding between people.
Everybody has their own opinion on everything, their own views and style of life. Such a
gap also depends on the time factor, age factor and social class. Young people don’t
always understand older ones. Styles of life are different in different times.
Things that have been suitable before aren’t understandable now.Unfortunately, such
“gaps” can lead to discrepancies and even to more serious problems. But people cannot
always solve a problem or find any way out of such a conflict.
I am sure that a generation gap is everlasting. In my opinion,the only way out is that we
should understand each other and that we should be much more patient. Because it is
very important to be in sympathy with each other. And everything will be all right.
Find the English
meanings of these
words:
доброзичливий,
прихильний;
товариський;
щедрий;
розумний;
працьовитий;
чесний;
сміливий;
правдивий;
балакучий;
розчарований;
захисний;
нерозважливий;
зрілість;
перебільшувати.
Read them.
Expressing opinions
In my opinion,…
In my view,…
I think (that)…
Personally, I think…
From my point of
view…

I’m not sure (if,
about)…
I don’t have a
definite opinion
about that.
As I see you…
As I see it,…
I don’t think…

Homework/translate these sentences into Ukrainian.
A generation gap is a problem which everybody knows. Everybody has this problem
and we can do nothing about it. This is my opinion. Children and parents are from
different generations and sometimes it is really difficult to understand each other,
especially in opinions about music, style of our clothes, haircut or something like that.
Because the previous generation had different fashion and tastes or views on different
questions. We always think that in future we will become better parents than ours but it
is rather difficult. Questions about fashion are very important to all teenagers and
sometimes modern fashion is rather strange. And it is sometimes difficult for
our parents to understand the clothes we wear.

